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Name of the Case

A AVÓ VEIO TRABALHAR (Grandma
Came to Work)
Abstract
A social design project that empowers the elderly by transforming them into role models
within their communities with the aim that society sees aging as a value adding process.
«Grandma Came to Work» is an intergenerational creative hub where social and emotional
bonds are knitted in the local community and elderly people can be active agents bringing
their skills to modern culture.
The project was launched in September 2014 by a creative collective called «Fermenta» with
the goal of working the culture and the immaterial cultural legacy of local communities using
design as a leveraging tool. It’s being implemented through the creation and sale of unique
products and services with a strong visual language in which tradition is translated in new
trends and inspirational lifestyle.
Website
http://www.fermenta.org
Contacts (SIKE team)
Partner: SCML
Researchers: Gustavo Freitas, Madalena Sousa
E-mail: gustavo.freitas@scml.pt
madalena.sousa@scml.pt
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SECTION 2: Case description

A AVÓ VEIO TRABALHAR (Grandma Came to Work)
Objectives
The main objective is to fight the loneliness of the elderly and fill the gap between
generations offering everyone a place where they can meet, discuss and learn from each
other. By means of intergenerational learning and sharing and through collaborative
processes of manual labor, domestic work and design, this social business creates unique
handmade products and experiences of local immaterial culture and tradition becoming a
revenue generator with an impact in the promotion of active ageing.
To «Grandma Came to Work» team, age is seen as a power to be unleashed. Each elderly
person has an individual talent, aspiration and passion that are nurtured, either through
craft workshops or cultural experiences. The design highlights the uniqueness of handmade
work and the individual love and care of each granny when creating each product.
Clients, audience
Senior citizens aged 60 or over, resident in the city of Lisbon.
Position along the SI Spiral
-

Deliver & implement

At the helm of the initiative is the non-governmental organization «Fermenta», created in
2013 by a designer, Susana António, and a psychologist, Ângelo Campota. Touched by the
question of the occupation of time in the elderly, the project was born in September 2014 in
a Lisbon neighborhood to reintegrate senior citizens into a community life, avoiding the
traditional offers of social programs for the elderly through creative challenges. The project
started with 12 grandmas creating gloves in colors that the ladies do not usually wear - like
fluorescent tones - and suggesting embroidery design they barely knew, like Mexican skulls.
The grandmas began inviting neighbors and friends and the group was growing, ending the
year with 30 participants. The need to have a space that the grandmas could feel as the
extension of the house itself led Susana and Ângelo to open a store and a work studio that
presented the project to the local community, serving as a bridge to other potential
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stakeholders and as a platform for the sale of products produced by the grandmas. The
implementation of the project occurred from the moment they opened the store in 2015. It
is a space, not only with this commercial side - where they can quickly sell the products - but
also as an integrating dimension and aggregator of the grandmas participating in the project.
Beside the store, currently they also have two clusters or meeting points in different Lisbon
neighborhoods to work with the grandmas of those neighborhoods. Despite the name,
«Grandma Came to Work» is not a women-only project. There is even a grandfather who
makes carpets but, historically, embroidery is a more feminine task, which intimidates men.
There are plans to create activities involving carpentry and other handwork where men
recognize themselves more easily. At the moment, they are also betting on
internationalization, by participating in exhibitions, conferences, as well as multiplying points
of sale abroad and increasing the network of partners and investors.
Relationship with HEI(s) (High Education Institutions).
The relationship between the project and HEIs was developed afterwards through contacts
with Portuguese and foreign universities, oriented to different activities, namely:
•
•
•
•

Presentation / dissemination of good practices.
Reception of academic internships.
Welcoming volunteers.
Case study and research for masters and doctorates.

The proximity and continuous relationship between the project and the universities has
made it possible to sensitize the academics to the themes of new social intervention models,
the current demands of third sector organizations and, above all, the social responsibility.
One of the areas in which the universities could support the project is the social impact
assessment. The project would also benefit from the value and credibility that this kind of
relationship could give to the initiative.
Finance model and resources
The business model is mixed: B2B and B2C, through the sale of handmade products,
workshops, and community experiences to the general public and companies. It is a social
business in which the social value is produced through the exchange of knowledge and
experiences. The creation and sale of handmade products and tailor-made services for
institutional and private clients helps to achieve sustainability.
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The project started with funding from a City Council social program that allowed to open the
store. They have also established partnerships with private organizations such as companies
and foundations to implement and deliver the activities. Currently, the project is facing the
challenge of financial sustainability due to the amount of expenses referring to the shop
rental and monthly expenses with materials for the activities.
The Fermenta team is very heterogeneous and consists of 9 people linked to areas such as
design, curatorship and social intervention and many volunteers. The organization began to
leverage the structure and to work for other private organizations, challenged by them or
proposed by the organization itself. At present, they intend to solidify the business model in
order to maximize the sales of products and services directed to partners and private
entities. They are trying to understand what could be the most viable strategy for the project
to grow in a sustainable way not only in terms of social impact but also economic viability.
Methodology

•

PRODUCT CREATION

Development of concepts and product ideas which come together as curated
collections normally launched every three to four months.
•

WORKSHOPS

Monthly workshops, open to everyone. A place to share knowledge were different
generations learn from each other. Grannies are the masters bringing their skills to modern
culture. They mix traditional crafts with creative techniques such as silk-screening, photo
embroidery, engraving or paper working. The combination of old and new generates a
common language which through creativity allows different generations to bond. The
project also develops tailored workshops for team building activities, brand presentations or
various promotional items (corporate gifts, merchandise for festivals, space decor products
for events and design sets).
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•

PERSONALISATION

All final products are personalized with the photo of its creator as a way of distinguishing the
artist‘s skills and story.
•

PARTNERSHIPS

They have partnerships with various art, music and cultural organizations and take part in
activities and events that usually don’t consider elderly people either as participants or
spectators such as film and music festivals, hip restaurants or sunset parties, publicity
campaigns and artistic performances. These actions help to demystify the participation of
the elderly in society.
•

EXPERIENCES

The mastery, wisdom and life stories of grannies help create experiences like creative
tourism or team building actions (cooking, personalized guided tours and tailor made events)
build upon the exchange of knowledges and the language of affection. These experiences
show grandmas as pillars and masters of the community.
Products, results
Products:
•
•

Collections of homeware products inspired by traditional crafts.
Brand Promotion and merchandise.
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Services:
•
•
•

Workshops.
Public relations
Experiences (touristic/cultural tours, team building activities).

All images: http://www.fermenta.org

Impact and results
So far, the project have reached 80 grannies and created 8 collections of handmade design
pieces. However, the impact of the project in participants’ lives goes beyond occupying the
time of the elderly. The window full of cool pieces of the shop shows that those grandmas
are integrated into the modernization process of their neighborhoods (that are suffering
from the gentrification that hits Lisbon) and engage in various city projects.
Grandma Came to Work won the «Best Idea of the Year Award – 2015» promoted by Time
Out Lisboa magazine.
Overall impact
The overall impact is the reduction in social isolation and loneliness of the elderly. The
project has a very large replication power and the model can be replicated in other
neighborhoods and cities of the country to empower local communities.
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Other resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://vimeo.com/album/4230931
https://www.facebook.com/AAvoVeioTrabalhar/
https://www.instagram.com/aavoveiotrabalhar/?hl=en
http://susanaantonio.com
Program CONSIGO (Portugal): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Tee77O04qE
TVI Video Report (media Portugal): http://tviplayer.iol.pt/programa/voce-natv/53c6b3153004dc006243b077/video/563897bf0cf28f543249780f
Correio da manhã Multimedia (media Portugal):
https://www.cmjornal.pt/multimedia/videos/detalhe/a-avo-veio-trabalhar?v=cb
Dinheiro Vivo (media Portugal): https://www.dinheirovivo.pt/fazedores/a-avo-veiotrabalhar-os-60-sao-os-novos-30/
SIC News Video Report (media Portugal): https://sicnoticias.sapo.pt/programas/aidade-e-para-meninos/2018-01-08-A-avo-veio-trabalhar
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